“Terry’s a really cool guy. There’s something very beautiful,
very raw about it and I’m glad that there is a photographer
out there that does work like that”—Noot Seear, model
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—
The project Hungry for Love is part of Céline Manz’ body
of work What do you know about art, you’re not a lawyer. It
explores the question of ‘Who owns the artwork?’ in relation to copyright law and the notion of authorship. Within
this body of work, Manz published a practical guide for
artists working with ‘appropriated’ contents from the Internet called The Appropriator’s User Guide. She continued
her research in the series A1, 44 digital collages based on
photographs by fashion photographer Terry Richardson.
In this series, the popular photographer’s images are
used as iconic representatives of a mainstream phenomenon known as ‘Pornification’. Manz exposes the visual
language widely used in advertising by overdrawing satirically Richardson’s images she ‘found’ on the Internet.
—
Hungry for Love was originally planned as a follow-up
publication of the series A1, but soon turned out to be
a project on its own. As a publication, Hungry for Love is
the sum of virtual contents put into the new form of an
artist book.
In collaboration with graphic designer Xavier Fernández
Fuentes, the publication uses—same as in A1—only content coming from the Internet. Fernández Fuentes juxtaposes Manz’s collages from the A1 series on top of images
Terry Richardson shot for advertising campaigns of the
fashion label Sisley. These campaigns, notorious for their
explicit character, formatively changed the face of advertising and had a great influence on the generation both
Manz and Fernández Fuentes belong to. One of these
campaigns—called Hungry for Love—was the main source
of inspiration of Manz’s A1 series. Interesting enough, the
same Sisley campaign also served as a source of inspiration for Fernández Fuentes and triggered his interpretations of Hungry for Love, which are bundled in the publication as a visual essay with a strong narrative of its own.
—
Hungry for Love questions the notion of ownership over the
rights on artworks that are virtually accessible. By making the publication available for free download as printable and view-on-screen versions and, thus, renounce
the control over its distribution and financial revenues, it
provokes to reconsider the meaning of artistic ownership.
By informing Terry Richardson on the existence of both
A1 and Hungry for Love, the question of ‘Who owns the artwork’—and therefore the rights over its distribution—is
put into a concrete perspective, going beyond the philosophical aspects of the matter. As Richardson’s reactions
have been friendly but observant, the question whether
he would claim a copyright infringement or attests the
works’ autonomous character remains unanswered. Yet.
—
For the exhibition at WOW, extracts of the Hungry for
Love publication are presented on billboards, bringing
back the appropriated content of the publication to its
original (advertising) context.

About
—
Céline Manz (Zurich, 1981) is a visual artist. She has an
education as bookseller, studied photography in Switzerland and did a BA in Fine Arts at the Photography Department of the Gerrit Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam.
In summer 2014, she has been chosen by the Amsterdams Fonds voor the Kunst AFK for the one-year program 3Package Deal, which allows her to work with the
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, De Appel and Foam for her
ongoing project Studio 47. She is currently occupying a
studio at WOW-Amsterdam.
www.celinemanz.com
www.celinemanz.com/hungry-for-love
—
Xavier Fernández Fuentes (Barcelona, 1980) studied in
Barcelona and London before graduating in 2008 from
the Graphic Design department at the Gerrit Rietveld
Academie in Amsterdam. Since then he works as an autonomous graphic designer, often in collaboration with
artists, photographers and other designers. In 2012 he
founded his publishing imprint Centerfold Editions, with
a focus on artist’s multiples and short-run releases.
www.xavierfernandez.info
www.centerfold-editions.com
Colophon
—
Hungry for Love is the second in a series of exhibitions in
the Vertical Gallery of WOW. The exhibition is a collaboration between the duo Manz/Fernández Fuentes, WOW
and the Amsterdams Grafisch Atelier (AGA).
With special thanks to Gemeente Amsterdam Stadsdeel
West and Amsterdam Fonds voor de Kunst.

Hungry for Love, 2014—Eight inkjet prints, 106 × 149 cm each, edition of 2
For the purchase of images please contact: love@celinemanz.com

